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My octopus friend review

Y'all are bad. Photo: Courtesy of Netflix Last week, a giant leopard servant followed me home in a takeoff bag. I was out in the open having dinner with friends in the garden, and this Limax maximus hitchhiked undetected on the F train all the way to my apartment, where he made his way out of a paper bag and started poking around. I hate bugs, but I found this bullet extremely wonderful. Something about
him (I decided it was him and called him Sluggo and kept him in a makeshift terrarium exactly one day before I let him into the garden) was so far from the man that he didn't feel intimidating in the way that a leggy cockroach feels scary. He was an empty enough other creature on which I projected all sorts of personalities, deciding he was cute and feeding him small broccoli until it was clear that he had to
return to the open for his own happiness. He might be eaten by a pigeon, maybe he wouldn't, but his fate wasn't mine to decide. Posting my good friend and long wet son Slugg here for work reasons: pic.twitter.com/ANFkcgBoA7 - Rebecca Alter (@ralter) September 22, 2020 All I just wrote is more or less the essence of Netflix's new Oc-Doc My Octopus Teacher, which sounds like the name of an anime,
but is actually a lyrical documentary by South African filmmaker Craig Foster about his relationship with an octopus who lived in a kelp forest near his cape house. The film became an unlikely topic of conversation on Twitter this week after scientist Sophie Lewis wrote a thread in which she described the film as about a straight man having a life-changing erotic relationship with a female octopus. Lewis
employs queer semiotics in reading the film, referencing Hokusai's dream of a fishing wife while stating that Foster and the octopus have the form of sex at one point. I had to know: how is my octopus teacher really? I'm not normally a nature person, but I wanted to see if a man really performed coitus with an octopus. Short answer: it's not. Long answer: Yes, there are many things in My Octopus Master
that can be read as sexual or, at the very least, kinky. The ocean is obviously erotic in itself. If we disagree on this in advance, then you have directly offended my salty giant woman, the sea. As Lewis suggests, just watch The Lighthouse to see the ways in which the ocean is so often portrayed in art as sexy and dangerous (see also Angelina Jolie fish from Shark Tale). And this is still a film about Wet Ass
(Octo)Pussy, so there are squishy, squelchy sounds and a long close-up of delicate fleshy folds. His attraction to the octopus is certainly to some extent physical, the gaze of his documentalist who takes the backseat in a tactile way of engaging. He reaches out his hand and is emotionally overwhelmed when she crawls up to her and rides him to the surface. He fingers her suckers and sneaks out at night
to see her; My octopus teacher is really talking about the affair. I can see how. in the world of sexuality and gender studies, he would automatically jump to erotic reading of a film. But I'm not convinced that, in scenes where he unseals and pats an octopus on his chest, either Foster or the octopus take anything sexual from the encounter. Looks more like the owner caressing his cat. Foster and the octopus
share something in common: they are both motivated by curiosity. He dives every day without a tank to watch her, and she in turn watches him. When camouflaged with seaweed to hide from predators or spy on prey, with only an eyeball sticking out, I was reminded of those scenes on planet Earth when the filmmaker hid in a hollowed-out tree or some other leaves to get good shots of the birds. Foster is
fascinated by his own reaction to the octopus as an intelligent but unconscious being, and the documentary shows us great how an octopus could be seen as a complex person. But while so much of this documentary's sensory surface-level material can be seen as kinky, the relationship between Foster and the octopus is more nebulous than sexual or erotic. If anything, my octopus teacher is actively sex
negative. When a shark bites off one of the octopus' legs, Foster, deploying the most fashioned Freudian line in the film, says it psychologically felt like I was going through my own kind of dismemberment. So he sees it and sees the loss of phallics completely. And when the octopus finally has actual sex with the actual male octopus, it leads to entropy and death, because the octopus dies shortly after they
mate. In the world of My Octopus Teacher, where Foster's wife is literally never mentioned and he spends all day avoiding human life staring at an octopus that dies after mating, sex is destruction. The octopus slowly dies while taking care of its eggs, which number in the hundreds of thousands and are scattered everywhere. Towards the end of the film is a bittersweet scene when Foster and his son find a
tiny baby octopus, and Foster says she likes to think she's one of her own. During all this, I thought most of all about Charlotte's network, which is probably a much better analogue to My Octopus Teacher than any ancient Japanese tentacle. Charlotte's Web is chaste and bittersweet about both forging relationships and trying to communicate between species, and death always looms. It's intimate, but that
doesn't necessarily make it erotic. Craig Foster doesn't fuck an octopus. How much is Horny Netflix's octopus movie? NPR websites use cookies, similar tracking and storage technologies, and information about the device you use to access our sites (together, cookies) to improve your viewing, listening, and user experience, personalize content, personalize NPR sponsor messages, provide social media
features, and analyze NPR traffic. This information is shared with social media, sponsorship, analytics and other suppliers or Look at the details. You can click on your choice below to learn more about cookie management tools and use them to limit the use of cookies when you visit NPR's websites. You can customize the choice of cookies in these tools at any time. If you click on I agree and continue
below, you acknowledge that your choice of cookies in these tools will be respected and that you otherwise agree to the use of cookies on NPR websites. YOUR CHOICES What Charlotte's Web has done in the popular imagination for a humble, much-maligned barn spider, My octopus teacher wants to score for the eight-hearted softie of his title - a creature of great, shimmering beauty and mystery that
many consider with more love than affection. It's a PR status that has kept hungry people high on the long list of octopus enemies, but Pippa Ehrlich and James Reed's interesting, massively crowded Netflix documentary goes out of its way to humanize these amorphous aliens of the sea: both through standard anthropomorphic techniques known from nature-doc playbook Attenborough and Disney alike,
and through the empathetic presence of its producer-narrator, South African filmmaker and conservationist Craig Foster. Foster's unexpected kinship with one octopus, which he came across while diving in south Africa's richly populated kelp forest of storms, gives this simply framed dock his narrative thrust and emotional weight. Cynics might reject the aggressive manipulation of the heart in the film, but
there is little denying the combined effectiveness of its engrossingly filmed underwater observation and its baseless but honest psychological projection. An oral word phenomenon since its Netflix premiere in September, My Octopus Teacher is a surprisingly rare example of an international South African hit centered on the country's richly diverse environmental tapestry: One can only expect a trace of
comparable works in its wake. Bluff, a pleasant foster, for his part, has been doing that rhythm for 20 years, since the release of his 2000 documentary The Great Dance. Reassuring the directorial bridles of eco-journalist and first-time writer Pippa Ehrlich and nature-doc pro James Reed, Foster has settled into an unusual combined role as presenter and protagonist: somewhat permissively so at the
beginning, as he speaks to viewers through a period of professional burnout he experienced a few years ago, fueling a renewed urge to connect with the natural world. As Foster says, freediving in local moraforest near his Cape Town home provided therapeutic salve is sought; The soul's surprising connection to the lively octopus was an impromptu bonus. My octopus teacher's polished construction
suggests nothing so spontaneous. Ilipping shot by underwater expert Roger Horrocks (responsible for some images in the BBC series Our Planet and Blue Planet II), the film's extraordinary undersea landscapes are clearly the outcome of painstaking study and exploration. The female octopus in question is just one attraction in the splashily filled coloring book of wafting kelp, electric-bright fish, knobbly
crabs and darting, beetle striped shark pyjamas - a consistent threat to our tentacle friend, and the reason we first encounter her in a state of camouflage, squeezed and covered with a makeshift cloak of grenades to escape the predator's notification. This is the first of several Cannes survival strategies foster narrates to sell us on an octopus to extraordinary humanoid intelligence and an occasional sense
of play. We also observe her cunning insidious attacks on her own prey, her seemingly whimsical tautness at fleeting flocks of fish and further outsmarting those sharks, whose vicious alteration here (complete with tense, zithery musical cues) may be quite unfair in the grand scheme of life stuff, but it fits the film's neat, family-like storytelling. After all, it's not the sharks who are clearly bonding with Foster
himself, while his gradual accumulation of confidence with his octopus theme, culminating in tender hand-to-sucker contact scenes, leaves us neatly hazy-eyed. If science here is less than solid rock, it's something less important. The documentary captivates as a vision of an earthly parallel universe, into which Foster's platonic octo-romance is the moving channel of the audience; Above all, as several final
titles make clear, My Octopus Teacher is bang-up PSA for conservation work done by Foster's nonprofit Sea Change Trust. This would accomplish all this, however, without his most intense attempts at the so-called connection between his two principals, while Foster weaves his arc of personal catharsis around our underwater hero's short life cycle: While he claims to feel a kind of dismemberment when
an octopus loses a limb to a predator, it is tempting to say that conceit has itself. , well, jumped the shark. Yet My octopus teacher never loses our goodwill: If we eventually wish there was a little less man and a little more beast, it only serves his cause. Cause.
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